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Shaw tocation ot ltn*.ell. Show footage to lhe near€sf t"it" o' unit Doundary line' Show the predicted locations of
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NOTE: ln a/l cases locate the spot of the drilling locaton

4655 ft.
ln plotting the proposed location of the well, you must show:

1. The manner in whrch you are using the depicted plat by identifying section lines, i.e. 1 section, '1 section with 8 surrounding sections'

4 sections, etc.

2. The distance of the proposed drilling location from the south / north and east / west outside section lines'

3. The distance to the nearest lease or unit boundary line (in footage)'

4. lf prooosed location rs tocated within a prorated or spaced fleld a certificate of acreage attributicn plat must be attached: (c0'7 for oii wells;

CG-8 for gas wells)

5. The predicted locatlons of lease roads, tank batteries, pipelines' and electrical lines
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